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Orange
Enterprises Inc
2377 W Shaw Ave News Release - PET Tiger Field Tracking iPhone app monitors
Fresno, CA 93711
employees in real time
Tel (559) 229-2195
Fax (559) 229-9348 Fresno, Calif., January1, 2013 - Orange Enterprises, Inc. has developed a new user-friendly
www.TigerJill.com iPhone application that monitors individual and crew job efficiency and productivity in real

time.
The application, now available, is extremely easy to use and understand. It is a labor
management tool that gives supervisors a birds-eye-view of what is going on in the field at
any given time.
Users of the application add the iPhone (or Android) smart device to the PET Tiger (Payroll
Employee Tracking) system. The system exports existing data to the device making it ready
for use. The new user simply logs in with a username and password to begin time and
attendance tracking in the field.
Self-explanatory buttons are displayed on the main menu. Time and attendance is quickly
managed along with productivity and equipment use. Records can be entered via touch screen
or barcode scanning.
The PET Tiger application also operates under “crew mode”, which tracks the same time and
attendance/productivity information for an entire crew at one time. This eliminates the need
to make changes (or move jobs/field) to every individual employee if it applies to an entire
crew, or a portion of it.
Data entry can be modified at any time throughout the day, as changes occur in the field. The
user can be limited to what they can and cannot modify. Once the data is entered, it can be
synced to the main server making it available in the Windows version of PET Tiger allowing
productivity to be managed in real time.
The application also keeps track of paid and unpaid breaks, in a manner that complies with
state and federal mandates
Simple and easy-to-follow instructions are available in the “PET Tiger for iPhone” manual.
For more information about the PET Tiger (Payroll Employee Tracking) iPhone App, contact
Udi Sosnik
We are experts who empower our customers to effectively manage their workforce. PET
Tigers enables you to reduce costs, increase productivity and accuracy, improve employee
satisfaction, and ultimately enhance your bottom line.
Orange Enterprises, Inc. incorporates the newest mobile technology into today’s payroll
accounting software giving its user a seamless, paperless and wireless labor tracking solution.
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